
Adapting our Hypothesis
After presenting in class, we have got some feedback on our hypotheses.
Based on these comments, we readjusted our last post!

Our team has formulated 15 hypotheses aiming to test the main aspects of
our Business Model, those our team considers have a significant impact in
the potential success of the idea. The hypothesis, as well as the test
methods and the validation statements, are presented below:methods and the validation statements, are presented below:



1. Important amount of group work and difficulties related to 
scheduling for Business Administration students.

Since our idea has been conceived taking into account those 2 conditions for this specific segment, it is

essential to validate those assumptions so we can prove we are addressing a real need for them and

evaluate if that need is stronger among this specific segment.

Priority classification: 10. Although it is not probable this test will be negative (as Business Students we are

aware of this reality), in the case it is, that will have a great impact in our BM. In other words, if University

Students don’t have group works, with different schedules and members then, they don’t have the problem

we are aiming to solve.



2. Important amount of group work and difficulties related to 
scheduling for University students in general

Our second hypothesis has been formulated in order to test the same two needs we had in the hypothesis

number 1, but for the general segment of University Students. This will let us do a better segmentation in our

Business Model.

Priority classification: 16. In fact, we are not familiar with the evaluation methods of other programs, such

as Medicine and Literature. Moreover, if it is invalid, the amount of students we can reach is much less,

having direct consequences in the advertisers’ attraction to the platform.



3. Identification of the main problems that affect efficiency in 
the teamwork dynamic of students

This hypothesis aims to validate that University Students are not satisfied with the tools they are using to

manage their teamwork and intends to identify what are their main concerns regarding the efficiency of

these.

Priority classification: 15. Although the probability of being an invalid hypothesis is just medium (again, as

students we face these issues ourselves) the classification is risky due to its impact in our Business Model. In

fact, if we couldn’t reach the 75%, we would have to adapt our Value Proposition to this segment.



4. Identify the main functions our platform will need to offer 
and validate which ones are our main competitor

In order to define what are the main features that the platform will need to integrate we have formulated

this hypothesis. It will let us know as well who our most important competitors are.

Priority classification: 20 - we believe it is one of our riskiest assumptions. Firstly, although these are the

tools we normally use (in Católica-Lisbon) there is a high chance, students from different Universities or

countries prefer other kind. For example, in Université Laval (Quebec), we are aware they use a platform

provided by the University itself. On the other hand, it has a great impact in our BM. If students use other

tools (different solutions), then it is possible we will have to alter what we are going to incorporate in our

platform, or the way it works - our Value Proposition.platform, or the way it works - our Value Proposition.



5. Validate how our business model could achieve a 
competitive advantage

Through this hypothesis we will validate what kind of services of social interaction our platform will need and

it will help us identify how we could achieve a competitive advantage considering our business model is

facing an important competitor as Facebook is.

Priority classification: 12. This number is mainly due to the high probability of being an invalid hypothesis.



6. Validate the main problems the teamwork platform will 
address

With this hypothesis our team intends to identify if the teachers that are users of learning content

management systems, such as Moodle, effectively are not satisfied with this kind of solution.

Priority classification: 12. If teachers believe that the current platform from the University maximizes

synergies, derived by excellent communication between teachers and students, then, the Value Proposition

would have to be adapted to the Universities’ real problems.



7. Validate the interest of the Universities in investing in our 
solution

This hypothesis is aiming to validate the willingness of Universities to invest in providing a solution for

teamwork management to their students. This will let us verify if Universities are actually a segment to target.

Priority classification: 20. This assumption has one of the most risky. On the one hand, since we are not

familiar with Universities’ priorities, the probability of its invalidity is very high – even if students’ group work

efficiency (and therefore, their performance) is a goal, it is extremely hard to measure, hence, Universities

may set it aside. On the other hand, a negative result would require a change in our Value Proposition and

BM as a whole. For example, this would mean Universities wouldn’t be willing to pay for our platform – then

what would be our main Revenue Streams? The Value Proposition for the students would be weakened, etc.what would be our main Revenue Streams? The Value Proposition for the students would be weakened, etc.



8. Online support assistance

Since in our Business Model we are proposing that we will keep the contact with the Universities that will be

using our platform and provide them assistance online, we are interest in test if that will meet their needs.

Priority classification: 16 – it is in our Top 4. Both probability of invalidity and impact on Business Model are

high. Firstly, due to the importance of the Information System in a University (the ones we are targeting give

great importance to IS, using it as a competitive advantage), online support might not be enough. Besides, if

we prove that it is, in fact, not sufficient, we would have to have more HR (Hackers) and heavier cost

structure in general. For instance, the Revenue Streams element would have to be adapted.



9. Interest of digital advertisers

What our team wants to test with this hypothesis is if digital advertisers will be interested in reach their

customers through a platform used by students.

Priority classification: 15. This was mainly due to its importance in our Business Model. If our test turns out

negative, a new source of revenues would have to be found in order to provide the platform for free - this is

a crucial element in our Value Proposition.



10. Communication of the Value Proposition for the first time 
to Universities 

We assumed Universities would find and engage our services through the Internet only. However, there is

the possibility Universities prefer a personal first impression, a Salesperson which clearly communicates the

value added to the client. This is true especially because this is a new platform with an (still) unknown brand.

Priority classification: 12. This classification is particularly explained by the high probability of this invalidity.

We are not familiarized with internal procedures of Universities, which also may vary considerably from

country to country, even University to University.



11. Create an App to access to the platform

Besides the Web Platform, students would be able to access it through a carefully adapted App (meaning it

should not be equal to the platform, but user-friendly, customized for a mobile device). We assumed this

would be a greatly used by students, being one of our Channels. The test will be based on behavior – if they

currently check work-related issues using the cellphone, they will probably do so in our platform.

This is a low risk Hypotheses, taking into account the low probability of being invalid.



12. Universities may have long-term contracts with current 
platforms

We also assumed that Universities would not be bounded to a long-term contract with current service

providers, like Moodle. This test will allow us to know to each extent these contracts are going to decrease

our possible segment.

We did not consider this a high risk Hypotheses.



13. Social Networks to reach University Students

We assumed that the best way to address University Students was through Social Networks. In fact, “When

Facebook friends make referrals, the chances of the referred friend subsequently clicking, liking, sharing or

buying increase dramatically. This is especially true if you’re targeting college-educated Facebook Users

(according to Experian Simmons).” According to the same article “The median virality rate on Facebook is

1.92%” - this served as a basis for our validation criteria.

This is a low risk Hypotheses, given the low probability of having a negative result.

http://geeklygroup.com/articles/what-defines-viral



14. Students are willing to pay for a Premium Version

One of our BM Revenue Streams is the Premium Version for students whose University is not our customer

(currently has only the standard free version). This A/B testing will allow us to understand if students are

willing to pay 1€ a year for the additional features we are expecting to offer. If both A and B have a low “click

rate” we can also draw some conclusions regarding the attractiveness of a Premium Version.

Priority classification: 10. We believe the price is not the main issue for the students, but rather the step of

paying - as payment through the internet requires following a certain procedure. Therefore, we considered a

high probability of being an invalid Hypothesis.



15. Facebook would be a valuable partner

This test will allow us to know if Facebook would be a valuable partner to the platform. The partnership will

be based on the fact Students could use the friends from Facebook to find people or use their Facebook

profile information in the platform. The objective is to create a network of students who can share advice

and information, without high costs of multi-homing (having to constantly update both Facebook and the

platform profile).

We believe this is not a high risk Hypothesis, due to both low probability of being invalid and impact on the

Business Model.
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H4: The most used platforms by students are Moodle,
Facebook Groups and Google Drive/Dropbox.

H7: It is an objective of the University to improve
students’ group work efficiency and overall satisfaction
of the current interface

The Top Four riskiest Hypothesis (higher priority) are

H9

H15

H13

H12 H11 H1

of the current interface

H2: University Students in careers different to Business
Administration have a lot of group works with different
people which have different schedule

H8: Online support is sufficient to maintain this kind of
platforms.


